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Too many agents are reactionary, especially in marketing.  Instead, map out your year in advance.  Sit 
down in fall (or start now), and do your marketing planning.  Break out month by month.   How are you 
going to follow up with your past clients and sphere of influence?  What are you going to do to generate 
new business?   Place activity in a month (and plan on expense that month – add to budget).   
 
The Debate: New Business/Lead Gen vs. Working Past Clients.  Amy says you should meet in the middle.  
A balanced business comes from working both past clients/sphere of influence AND new business. 
 
Larry Kindle says 1 of 3 people you are connected to will move or know someone who will move in the 
next year.  So there are over 300 potential sales each year in a 1,000 person database.  
 
Past Client & Sphere of Influence Database.  1 in 3 or 1 in 8.  Look at demographics.  If new, ask top 
producers in your market.  If veteran, look at your past performance (track). 
 
New business sources include:  low hanging fruit and long term success. 

 Low hanging:  open houses (more buyers than sellers), expireds (want to sell and willing to use 
an agent, but mad at last agent), FSBOs (want to sell, but dislike agents).  These will convert 
quicker.  (Internet leads take longer to convert.) 

o Mistakes.  Get expired listing info from Hot Sheet.  Approach wrong stating WHY home 
did not sell.  Follow up is limited and not consistent (one and done).  Typically takes 5 to 
8 touches for sale to occur (call, email, written note, call, drop off,…).  Also call OLD 
expireds up to 2 years back (use theRedX.com or Vulcan7.com).  Same challenges with 
FSBOs. 

 Longer term:  pay per click, geographic farming, past clients & sphere of influence. 
 
Geographic Farm Selection – do your homework.  How many total households in the farm?  How many 
homes sold in there in the last 12 months?  Find turn over percentage in farm.  Does anyone else have a 
significant market share in the area?  A good goal is 10% market share in your first year.  What is 
Average Days on Market and List to Sales Price Ratio?  Is it near your office or home (easy to service)?  
Mail at least 8 times per year (more during busy months).      
 
Systematic Approach to Past Clients and Sphere of Influence.  Take exquisite care of your PC & SOI.  
Easier and cheaper to maintain these relationships than to establish new relationships.   
 
Minimum contact:  mail monthly and call quarterly (16 touches per year).  Millionaire Real Estate Agent 
book recommends 33 touches per year.  You can get close by adding:  handwritten note after each call 
(4), annual birthday card, home anniversary card, client appreciation event.  
 
Two messages:  I’m still in real estate and I care about you.  Reasons to call:  I have 2 tickets to X game. 
Remind to change batteries in smoke detectors annually.  Change in tax assessment or interest rates. 
 
If newsletter (mail or email), make sure to add something of value (market updates).  Discover Publications. 
If large list, prioritize who to contact first (send most referrals). 
Don’t over ask for referrals, but be sure they know you are ready to help.  Give first.  Build relationship. 


